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A number of naval and commercial organizations is devoting time, effort, and resources towards 
achieving a synthesis of artificial intelligence enabled autonomous behaviors involving unmanned 
vessels.  Some are working on simulations (GTRI, Dahlgren, Leidos), some on hardware (Leidos, Boeing, 
SPAWAR), some on artificial intelligence algorithms and processes (Leidos, IBM, ONR) while others are 
committing resources to determine the value of unmanned systems to operational needs (NPS, N2/N6, 
N96, ONR).  All agree with the need to incorporate unmanned systems in the future naval force but no 
one office is in charge of putting all the pieces together to provide a solution at a known point in time.  
Because the operational community has not documented and validated specific mission requirements 
for the design parameters of MDUSV, the acquisition community is not yet able to initiate a program to 
acquire MDUSV.  The overall effort lacks organization, strategic alignment and an understanding of the 
inherent roles each organization must play to bring the MDUSV concept to fruition. 
 
These complexities are best illustrated by the recent investment of $120M by the Special Capabilities 
Office (SCO) in Project Overlord whereas they intend to create one ship that will demonstrate some 
autonomy. This objective has already been proven and is being tested through the DARPA ACTUV/ONR 
MDUSV program which is being further enhanced by the commitment to build a second hull for testing 
and development.  Expending resources on Project Overlord provides the illusion of progress while 
treading ground already covered 
The solution proposed is to create a SECNAV approved consortium of organizations, cross-functionally 
responsible for conducting research and development activities so that each is solving an essential 
element necessary to make MDUSV operational at the earliest possible date.  The organizational 
structure should be headed by a SECNAV level office with the following organizations participating: 
 
N96, N2/N6, ONR, SPAWAR, NPS, Naval War College, NRL, SCO, and universities funded to pursue 
technical, operational, and acquisition research as directed.  The coordinating office at SECNAV would 
grant authority to member organizations to use “other transaction authority” to secure contracts with 
commercial vendors such as Boeing, Leidos, IBM and others.1   
 
SECNAV office would take responsibility for coordinating the effort and protecting/adding funds as 
necessary to achieve goals and stay on schedule. 
                                                          
1 “Other transactions” is the term commonly used to refer to the 10 U.S.C. 2371 authority to enter into 
transactions other than contracts, grants or cooperative agreements. The Department currently has temporary 
authority to award “other transactions” (OTs) in certain circumstances for prototype projects that are directly 
relevant to weapons or weapon systems proposed to be acquired or developed by the Department.”  Quote from 
“Other Transactions (OT) Guide for Prototype Projects”, USD AT&L, 21 Dec 2000, page 7.  OT is used by DARPA to 
speed contracting necessary for rapid prototyping. 
